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Abstract: The Moon-Based Earth Radiation Observatory (MERO) is a new platform, which is expected
to advance current Earth radiation budget (ERB) research with better observations. For the instrument
design of a MERO system, ascertaining the spatial resolution and sampling scheme is important.
However, current knowledge about this is still limited. Here we proposed a simulation method
for the MERO-measured Earth top of atmosphere (TOA) outgoing shortwave radiation (OSR) and
outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) fluxes and constructed the “true” Earth TOA OSR and OLR
fluxes based on the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) data. Then we used them
to reveal the effects of spatial resolution and temporal scheme (sampling interval and the temporal
sampling sequence) on the measurement error of a MERO. Our results indicate that the spatial
sampling error in the unit of percentage reduces linearly as the spatial resolution varies from 1000 km
to 100 km; the rate is 2.5%/100 km for the Earth TOA OSR flux, which is higher than that (1%/100 km)
of the TOA OLR flux. Besides, this rate becomes larger when the spatial resolution is finer than 40 km.
It is also demonstrated that a sampling temporal sequence of starting time of 64 min with a sampling
interval of 90 min is the optimal sampling scheme that results in the least temporal sampling error for
the MERO system with a 40 km spatial resolution, note that this conclusion depends on the temporal
resolution and quality of the data used to construct the “true” Earth TOA OSR and OLR fluxes. The
proposed method and derived results in this study could facilitate the ascertainment of the optimal
spatial resolution and sampling scheme of a MERO system under certain manufacturing budget and
measurement error limit.

Keywords: spatial resolution; temporal sampling scheme; measurement error; Moon-Based Earth
Radiation Observatory (MERO)

1. Introduction

Climate change on Earth is dominated by the budget of the incoming and outgoing
radiation [1]. The incoming source is solar radiation, whereas the outgoing one is com-
prised of two parts: outgoing shortwave radiation (OSR) and outgoing longwave radiation
(OLR). Since the 1970s, have been several satellite-based missions that were dedicated to
OSR and OLR observations, such as the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) [2],
the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) [3,4], the Geostationary Earth
Radiation Budget (GERB) [5] and the National Institute of Standards and Technology Ad-
vanced Radiometer (NISTAR) onboard the Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) [6].
Though these low-Earth-orbit (LEO) and geostationary-Earth-orbit (GEO) satellite missions
have indeed strengthened our understanding of the Earth radiation budget (ERB), there are
still several limitations, which can be complemented by a Moon-Based Earth Radiation Ob-
servatory (MERO). Compared to current LEO and GEO ERB systems, a MERO has several
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advantages: (1) Global ERB observation needs an artificial satellite constellation; however,
different satellites have various orbits, which would result in inconsistency between data
produced by these satellites. In comparison, a MERO could produce a long-term ERB
record with better consistency. Since the Moon–Earth distance (near 380,000 km) is approx-
imately 100 times larger than the diameter of the Moon (3476 km), the distance between
any location on the Moon’s nearside and the Earth’s center varies by less than 5%, and the
viewing angle towards Earth (the viewing angle or viewing azimuth angle) differs by less
than 2%. This implies that almost all locations on the nearside of the Moon have nearly the
same viewing geometry towards Earth. Therefore, MERO missions launched at different
times with different landing locations would share a highly similar viewing geometry, pro-
ducing long-term OSR and OLR observations with good consistency. (2) Current LEO ERB
systems could not record the rapid variability of the OLR and OSR of the Earth system due
to the limited temporal sampling coverage. In contrast, the temporal sampling coverage
of a MERO is far higher than the LEO counterparts. The sampling period of a MERO is
approximately 12 h per day for a fixed location on Earth, resulting in about 48 temporal
samples per day if the sampling interval is set to 15 min (the GERB sampling interval). It is
about 24 times larger than that of a low-orbit satellite ERB instrument. These abundant
temporal samples would substantially enhance the quality of the diurnal data produced by
the ERB fitting method and could help to reveal the small-temporal-scale variations of the
TOA OLR and OSR. (3) Current satellite-based ERB data of the polar regions have several
problems. The sun-synchronous-LEO ERB system could cover the high-latitude regions;
however, the sampling frequency is limited, Therefore, evident error would emerge when
the LEO ERB system is used to capture short-temporal processes during specific periods,
such as the melting season [7,8]. Besides, current GEO ERB systems also cannot provide
satisfied observations for the polar regions [9]. A MERO could provide better OSR and
OLR observations of the Arctic and Antarctic regions to complement these limitations. As
illustrated by previous research, a MERO could instantaneously observe more than 45% of
the Antarctic or Arctic regions during half of a lunar orbital period (27.3 days) to provide
abundant samples for a polar location, the amount of these samples are about 24 times
larger than a LEO ERB system [10]. Current and previous space-based ERB mission could
not capture the Earth system’s inherent and rapid variability of the OLR and OSR with
an accepted accuracy due in part to the limited temporal coverage. Therefore, the Earth
radiation imbalance cannot be measured definitively [11].

Recent CubeSat ERB missions, such as radiometer assessment using vertically aligned
nanotubes (RAVAN) [12] and ultraviolet and infrared sensors at high quantum efficiency
onboard a small satellite (UVSQ-SAT) [13], have the potential to improve the temporal
coverage of OLR and OSR observations with a constellation of substantial numbers of
low-cost compact satellites. Similarly, a MERO would also provide an opportunity to
measure the Earth’s OLR and OSR variations at a small temporal scale. A MERO could
continuously observe a certain region 12 h per day on average, thus producing near-real-
time TOA OLR and OSR measurement every 15 min under the state of the art (15 min is the
sampling interval of the in-orbit GERB). Compared to the CubeSat ERB mission, a MERO
could provide a simultaneous half-globe TOA OLR and OSR fluxes at an accepted spatial
resolution; such data could help to reveal the regional and global radiation imbalance
with accepted accuracy without the bias introduced by the non-simultaneous sampling of
spatial and temporal variability of TOA OSR and OLR. The keys to limiting the temporal
sampling coverage of the CubeSat mission and MERO are different. For CubeSat ERB
missions, the primary factor to restrict the temporal sampling coverage is the number of
satellites in the constellation. However, this challenges the maintenance and calibration of
the system. Numerous small satellites need an effective constellation exit-and-replacement
launch procedure; the calibration and inter-calibration of a constellation with such a small
number of satellites are still a technique challenge [14]. For a MERO system, the major limit
to the temporal sampling frequency is the state-of-art of the instrument, which is closely
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related to the detector response time, the thermal noise, the data storage and transmit
capacity and other related systematic parameters.

With the progressive implementation of the Chinese lunar exploration program (the
Change-E missions), a MERO is likely to be deployed in the near future. A MERO system
is designed as a non-scanner multi-pixel spectroradiometer with two bands: 0.2–4 µm
for the measurement of the Earth top of atmosphere (TOA) OSR flux and 4–100 µm for
the Earth TOA OLR flux. The typical observing scenario of a MERO system is shown
in Figure 1. Nearly half of the globe is observed by a MERO sensor simultaneously. A
detector unit of the focal plane array (FPA) just focuses on a certain region; OSR/OLR
radiation coming from the detector-viewed region (pixel) on the Earth TOA (hollow green
rectangle in Figure 1) passes through the MERO optical system, then arrives at the detector
unit (solid green rectangle in Figure 1) of the FPA. Thereafter the radiation is transformed
to an electrical signal by this detector unit. Subsequently, this electrical signal would be
processed by the readout circuit and finally be outputted as the digital number (DN) value.
However, there are several disadvantages of the MERO platform. The orbiting of the Moon
around Earth would result in inconsistency in the number of samples at different latitudes
on Earth. For example, the regions with latitude >70◦ or <−70◦ can only be viewed by
a MERO over half of the Moon’s orbital period, whereas other regions can be viewed
for a whole orbital period. Due to the long Earth–Moon distance, the MERO signal is
substantially less powerful than current low Earth orbit (LEO) and geostationary Earth
orbit (GEO) satellites, which means that the MERO instrument should have much less
noise than current satellite-based instrument to cope with the weak signal. Because of the
weak magnetic field of the Moon, there will be a large number of high-energy particles on
the Moon, which would affect the operation of the MERO instrument. Therefore, a robust
protection system is crucially needed.

Figure 1. The typical observing scenario of a MERO system and the pathway of the radiation from
the pixel on the Earth top of atmosphere (TOA) (hollow green rectangle) to the detector unit (solid
green rectangle) of the focal plane array of the MERO.

As for the instrument design, it is necessary to determine the spatial resolution and
temporal sampling scheme (sampling interval and sampling temporal sequence). The
spatial resolution represents the smallest detecting area that the remote sensing system
could recognize, and the observed physical quantity is averaged within such an area. There-
fore, the spatial-dependent variability would be ignored due to this averaging, resulting
in certain measurement errors. Increasing spatial resolution would restore more spatial
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variability of the observed physical quantity, and accordingly, reduce the measurement
error. Functions of the measurement error versus the spatial resolution of different remote
sensing platforms differ, since the observing geometry features are different and so are
the observed physical quantity characteristics. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the
relationship between the spatial resolution and the measurement error for the MERO
system, which could facilitate the determination of spatial resolution. However, current
knowledge about this relationship is still limited.

Similarly, the sampling interval represents the time difference that the adjacent sam-
plings have. A shorter sampling interval would result in more samples for a certain period,
thus giving a more precise observation. Besides, at a certain sampling interval, the sam-
pling temporal sequence (the time location within the temporal sampling interval from
which the observations are made) would also have consequences for the measurement
error, since it could affect the final temporal interpolation that derives the continuous data.
However, the effects of the sampling interval and sampling temporal sequence on the
measurement error of a MERO remain poorly understood.

The objective of this paper is to reveal the influences of spatial resolution and temporal
sampling schemes (sampling interval and sampling temporal sequence) on the measure-
ment error, which could facilitate the determination of the optimal spatial resolution and
the sampling scheme of the MERO instrument under the specified manufacturing cost
limit and accuracy requirement. Section 2 describe the methodology of measurement error
computation. Section 3 presents the error-with-spatial-resolution relationship and the
temporal-sampling-scheme-induced error over March 2019. Discussion and conclusions
are exhibited in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Methodology

A MERO mainly measures the TOA OSR and OLR fluxes of the Earth. The config-
uration of the optimal spatial resolution and sampling scheme (sampling intervals and
sampling temporal sequence) is a crucial task in the MERO design process. To facilitate
this configuration, we assessed the effects of the spatial resolution and sampling schemes
on the measurement error in this study. To derive the measurement error, it is necessary to
gain the true TOA OSR and OLR fluxes.

2.1. The True OSR and OLR Fluxes

To quantify the introduced error by certain set of spatial resolution and temporal
sampling scheme, here we use the CERES SYN ED4.1A dataset to construct the true OSR
and OLR fluxes. Such data is chosen due to its high spatial-temporal resolution (up to
1◦ longitude × 1◦ latitude of spatial resolution and hourly temporal resolution) and the
acceptable accuracy (uncertainties of OSR and OLR are less than 8 W/m2 and 3 W/m2,
respectively) [15,16].

We utilized the global map of the TOA OLR and OSR fluxes of March 2019 with
spatial resolution of 0.1◦ latitude × 0.1◦ longitude (10 km at equator) and temporal res-
olution of 1-min to serve as the true OLR and OSR fluxes. The data of March 2019 is
chosen since it can make a good assessment of the measurement error at Earth’s polar
regions (both the Arctic and Antarctic regions have 12 h in daytime at March). These
0.1◦ longtitude × 0.1◦ latitude-1 min OSR and OLR fluxes maps are derived through two
steps: 1. spatially interpolating the 1◦ longtitude × 1◦ latitude global TOA OSR and OLR
fluxes data from CERES SYN-1 dataset with the cubic spline interpolation; 2. temporally
interpolating the data derived from step 1 with a combination of half-sine and linear
interpolations. This is due to the fact that both the TOA OSR and OLR fluxes follow
a sine/cosine pattern over the daytime and that the OSR stays at 0 W/m2 during night
(whereas the OLR would keep a linear variation during the night-time) [17]. Figure 2 shows
the original hourly CERES SYN flux data (discretized points) and the interpolated TOA
OSR and OLR fluxes (solid lines) of a certain place (20◦ E, 30◦ S) on Earth. The 1-min true
OSR flux is derived by half-sine-interpolation at daytime (0 W/m2 at night) (Figure 2a);
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whereas the 1-min true OLR flux is derived by half-sine interpolation during the day and
linear interpolation at night of the hourly data (Figure 2b). Notably, this half-sine fit method
performs well over land where there is an evident diurnal cycle of both OSR and OLR
fluxes. However, this may not work well over regions where the OSR and OLR diurnal
cycle is not obvious, such as ocean. This may introduce certain uncertainty to the results.

Figure 2. The selected true hourly TOA Earth TOA (a) OSR flux and (b) OLR flux data and the
temporal interpolations to derive the 1-min true OSR and OLR fluxes of a location on Earth (20◦ E,
30◦ S). The true hourly data comes from the CERES SYN dataset of March 2019.

2.2. Simulation of MERO-Measured TOA OSR and OLR Fluxes

The measurement error could be derived through the difference between the simulated
MERO-measured value and the true value, where the simulated MERO-measured OSR
flux (MOSR) and OLR flux (MOLR) of a certain pixel could be derived through Equation (1):

Mk =

N
∑

i=1
Fi

kDi
−2Pi

k Ai cos vi cos ωi

Pk cos(v) cos(ω)D−2 A
k = OSR or OLR (1)

where the subscript i denote a sub grid point (0.1◦ longtitude × 0.1◦ latitude) within the
pixel. The relationship between the MERO detector array and the pixel array on Earth
TOA is shown in Figure 3. The pixel is the area on Earth TOA, which is viewed by the
corresponding detector of a MERO instrument; for example, detector 1 views pixel 1’.
Every pixel is discretized into uniformed sub grid points, every sub grid point represents a
0.1◦ latitude × 0.1◦ longitude area, e.g., the pixel 8’ in Figure 3. Fi

OSR and Fi
OLR are the true
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OSR and OLR fluxes of the internal point i respectively, which could be derived from the
true OSR and OLR fluxes constructed above by cubic spline interpolation. vi is the viewing
zenith angle of sub grid point i. ωi denotes the angle between the viewing vector and the
Earth’s center viewing vector. Di is the distance between the MERO and the internal grid
point i. v is the viewing zenith angle of the whole pixel, which is set as the viewing zenith
angle of the centre internal point of the pixel; ω and D are defined in the same way. A
and Ai are the area that the whole pixel and the internal point represent, respectively. vi, v,
ωi, ω, Di, D, A and Ai could be derived through the MERO pixel positioning method we
proposed based on our previous work [18]; geometries of these parameters are shown in
Figure 4. Pi

OSR/Pi
OLR in Equation (1) is the TOA OSR/OLR anisotropic factor of the sub

grid point i, which is the ratio of the actual OSR/OLR radiance to the Earth TOA OSR/OLR
flux and could be derived by Equation (2):

Pk
i =

π Ik
i

Fk
i

k = OSR or OLR (2)

where Ii
OSR and Ii

OLR are the actual OSR and OLR radiances from the sub grid point i of
the pixel to the MERO detector, respectively. Pi

OSR could be derived through the CERES
angular distribution models (ADMs) [19,20]. The ADMs generate the TOA OSR anisotropic
factors according to the OSR scene type. Every OSR scene type corresponds to a certain
TOA OSR anisotropic factor by considering the dependence of the TOA OSR anisotropic
factor on related parameters. These parameters are shown in Table 1, which includes:
(1) the type of the surface beneath the TOA area based on the International Geosphere and
Biosphere Program (IGBP) type classification; (2) the cloud conditions: clear (f ≤ 0.1%,
f is the cloud fraction) or cloudy(f > 0.1%); (3) other cloud and meteorological parameters,
such as the optical depth, cloud fraction, wind speed and cloud type; and (4) the viewing
geometry parameters, such as the solar zenith angle (s), the relative azimuth angle (r) and
the viewing zenith angle (v) [19]. Once the OSR scene type is determined, the corresponding
Pi

OSR can be derived. The OSR scene type is determined by the discrete bin method: each
of the parameters shown in Table 1 is discretized into several bins and one scene type is
defined by one possible combination of bins of every of these parameters [20]. For example,
the scene type 1 is comprised of the following parameter bins: (1) surface type: ocean;
(2) cloud conditions: clear; (3) wind speed: <3.5 m s−1; (4) solar zenith angle: 0◦–10◦; and
(5) viewing zenith angle: 0◦–10◦. Similarly, the Pi

OLR in Equation (1) is also derived through
ADMs according to the OLR scene type. The OLR scene type is also defined as a possible
combination of related parameter bins; all of the related parameters and their discretized
bins are listed in Table 2. However, these parameters are different to that of the OSR scene
types listed in Table 1. For example, the Pi

OLR is related with the vertical temperature
change (VTC); the VTC under clear cloud conditions can be derived by subtracting the air
temperature at the location where the pressure is 300 hPa lower than the surface pressure
from the surface skin temperature; whereas VTC under cloudy cloud conditions could
be obtained by subtracting the effective cloud temperature from the underlying surface
skin temperature. All the atmospheric parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 could be derived
from the CERES SYN data sets and by the MERO pixel positioning method we proposed
based on our previous work using the cubic spline interpolation [18]. The TOA radiative
anisotropic of the whole pixel (POSR and POLR in Equation (1)) could be derived through
the area weighting averaging of that of all the sub grid points whereby the Equation (3):

Pk =

N
∑

i=1
Pi

k Ai

A
k = OSR or OLR (3)
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where N is the total number of sub grid points within the pixel, which can be de derived
by Equation (4):

N =

(
SPS

SPA

)2

(4)

where SPS is the assessed spatial resolution of a MERO; the SPA is the spatial resolution of
the true OSR and OLR data used in this study (0.1◦ longitude × 0.1◦ latitude, about 10 km
at equator).

Figure 3. The correlation of a detector array and a pixel array of a MERO system. A pixel is
discretized into sub grid points (such as pixel 8’); each sub grid point represents an Earth TOA area
of 0.1◦ latitude × 0.1◦ longitude.

Figure 4. Geometries of the viewing zenith angle (vi), the relative azimuth angle (ri), the solar zenith
angle (si), and Earth’s viewing angle (ωi) of a MERO sensor towards a sub grid point i within a pixel
on the Earth TOA (top of the atmosphere).
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Table 1. Parameters used for TOA OSR scene type construction to derive the TOA OSR anisotropy factors in the CERES angular distribution models.

Surface Type Cloud Conditions Cloud or Meteorological
Parameters Angles

land and desert
(a) clear
(b) cloudy

cloudy condition:

1. cloud type (liquid water or ice cloud)
2. cloud fraction (5 intervals: 0.1–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, 75–99.9%, 99.9–100%)
3. optical depth (6 intervals: 0–2.5, 2.5–6, 6–10, 10–18, 18–40, >40)

(a) solar zenith angle (9 intervals: same as for ocean)
(b) relative azimuth angle (10 intervals: same as for

ocean)
(c) viewing zenith angle (9 intervals: same as for

ocean)

ocean
(a) clear
(b) cloudy

(a) clear condition:

1. wind speed (4 intervals: <3.5, 3.5–5.5, 5.5–7.5, >7.5 m s–1)

(b) cloudy conditions:

1. cloud type (liquid water or ice cloud)
2. cloud fraction (12 intervals: 0.1–10%, 10–20%, 20–30%, 30–40%, 40–50%,

50–60%, 60–70%, 70–80%, 80–90%, 90–95%, 95–99.9%, 99.9–100%)
3. optical depth (14 intervals: 0–1, 1–2.5, 2.5–5, 5–7.5, 7.5–10, 10–12.5, 12.5–15,

15–17.5, 17.5–20, 20–25, 25–30, 30–40, 40–50, >50)

(a) solar zenith angle (9 intervals: 0◦–90◦ with step of
10◦)

(b) relative azimuth angle (10 intervals: 0◦–10◦,
10◦–30◦, 30◦–50◦, 50◦–70◦, 70◦–90◦, 90◦–110◦,
110◦–130◦, 130◦–150◦, 150◦–170◦, 170◦–180◦)

(c) viewing zenith angle (9 intervals: same as the solar
zenith angle)

snow
(a) clear
(b) cloudy

cloudy condition:

1. cloud fraction (5 intervals: 0.1–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, 75–99.9%, 99.9–100%)
2. optical depth (2 intervals: ≤10, >10)

(a) solar zenith angle (45 intervals: steps of 2◦ from 0◦

to 90◦)
(b) relative azimuth angle (10 intervals: same as for

ocean)
(c) viewing zenith angle (9 intervals: same as ocean)
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Table 2. Parameters used for TOA OLR scene type construction to derive the TOA OLR anisotropy factors in the CERES angular distribution models.

Surface Type Cloud Conditions Local Time Type Cloud or Meteorological
Parameters Angles

land and desert
(a) clear
(b) cloudy

(a) day
(b) night

(a) precipitable water (3 intervals: same as ocean)
(b) vertical temperature change (4 intervals: same as ocean)
(c) for cloudy condition only

1. cloud fraction (5 intervals: same as for ocean)
2. cloud emissivity (4 intervals: same as for ocean)

viewing zenith angle (9 intervals:
0◦–90◦ with step of 10◦)

ocean
(a) clear
(b) cloudy

(a) day
(b) night

(a) precipitable water (3 intervals: <33%, 33–66%, >66%)
(b) vertical temperature change (4 intervals: <25%, 25–50%, 50–75%,

>75%)
(c) for cloudy conditions only

1. cloud fraction (5 intervals: 0.1–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%,
75–99.9%, 99.9–100%)

2. cloud emissivity (4 intervals: <25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, >75%)

viewing zenith angle (9 intervals:
0◦–90◦ with step of 10◦)

snow
(a) clear
(b) cloudy

(a) day
(b) night

(a) vertical temperature change (2 intervals: <20 K, ≥20 K)
(b) surface skin temperature

1. day (2 intervals: <250 K, ≥250 K)
2. night (2 intervals: <240 K, ≥240 K)

(c) for cloudy conditions only

1. cloud fraction (5 intervals: same as for ocean)

viewing zenith angle (9 intervals:
0◦–90◦ with step of 10◦)
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2.3. Error Derivation

Either the spatial-resolution induced error or the temporal sampling scheme induced
error (E) is the average of all the pixel results, which could be derived by Equation (5):

E =

m
∑

j=1
EP

j

m
(5)

where m is the number of pixels; EP
j is the estimated error of pixel j. The pixel-scale error

(EP) could be derived by the root mean square of the error of all of the sub grid points
within the pixel whereby the Equation (6):

EP =

√√√√ N

∑
i=1

(Ei
int)

2

N
(6)

where N is the total number of sub grid points within the pixel, which could be derived
through Equation (4); Ei

int is the measurement error of the discretized point i, which can be
derived from the Equation (7):

Ei
int =

tn
∑

t=1

∣∣SP(t)− Vi(t)
∣∣

tn
(7)

where tn is the number of time points within the estimated period (March 2019); Vi is the
true OSR/OLR time series (1 min temporal resolution) of the sub grid point i within the
pixel; SP is the simulated MERO-measured OSR/OLR time series of the pixel, which could
be derived through Equations (1)–(4).

3. Results
3.1. Spatial Resolution Induced Errors (Spatial Sampling Error)

The major source of this spatial resolution induced error is the pixel mixing of TOA
OSR and OLR. A pixel viewed area on Earth would usually be comprised of several
endmembers. The OSR/OLR value between these endmembers are usually different due
to the fact that the TOA OSR/OLR varies markedly with time and space [2]. Therefore,
there will be bias between the pixel TOA OSR/OLR measurement, which is the spatial
average value (see Equation (1)), and the actual TOA OSR/OLR values of the endmembers.
This bias is set as the spatial sampling error of the pixel. Note that the TOA OSR/OLR of
these endmembers are derived from the true 0.1-degree spatial resolution OSR and OLR in
this study. To further investigate the general relationship between the spatial resolution
and its induced errors for the whole focal plane array, we averaged the spatial sampling
errors of all the pixels. The pixel-averaged spatial sampling error as a function of the
spatial resolution of a MERO system is exhibited in Figure 5. The measurement error of
Earth TOA OSR/OLR flux stays lower than 25%/17% when the spatial resolution of a
MERO is finer than 1000 km. This error in the unit of percentage reduces linearly as the
spatial resolution varies from 1000 km to 100 km; the rate is 2.5%/100 km for the TOA OSR
flux, which is higher than that (1%/100 km) for TOA OLR flux. This is due to the larger
variance of the actual Earth TOA OSR flux within the MERO pixel than that of the TOA
OLR flux (this variance of OSR flux is larger than 200 W/m2, while that of OLR flux is
less than 50 W/m2). The same enhancement of spatial resolution would therefore recover
more actual variation details for the OSR flux than the OLR flux, resulting in more increase
in the OSR flux measurement precision than the OLR flux. It is also found that the error
of the OSR flux is larger than that of the OLR flux at the same spatial resolution. This is
due to the fact that the spatial-resolution induced error is computed as the average of the
deviations of all pixels (deviation of one pixel is the difference between the whole pixel
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measurement and the individual endmember true values); accordingly, the true OSR fluxes
of these endmembers have a larger variance than their true OLR fluxes (the variance of OSR
flux is larger than 200 W/m2, while that of OLR flux is less than 50 W/m2). It is noted that
the decreasing rate of the measurement error become larger when the spatial resolution is
finer than 40 km, which indicates that more precise measurement could be obtained when
the MERO spatial resolution is finer than 40 km. However, as spatial resolution refines,
more detector units will be required, which substantially heightens the manufacturing
cost. Particularly, the increase in the manufacturing cost is almost the square of that in the
spatial resolution under the assumption that the manufacturing cost is linearly correlated
with the amount of detector units in the focal plane. For example, 2 times enlargement of
spatial resolution would result in a 4 times increase of the manufacturing cost. These imply
that the minimum manufacturing cost under a certain precision requirement could be
estimated using our results shown in Figure 5. For example, a less-than-5% measurement
error needs 40 km or finer spatial resolution, which means that at least 80,732 detector
units are required. Conversely, if the budget of the MERO mission is ascertained, the
corresponding spatial-resolution-induced error could be derived using the results shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Pixel-averaged spatial sampling error as a function of spatial resolution of a MERO system
(range of spatial resolution is 1000 km–20 km, step at the range of 1000 km–100 km is 100 km, step at
the range of 100 km–10 km is 10 km).

3.2. Temporal Sampling Scheme Induced Errors (Temporal Sampling Error)
3.2.1. Errors Induced by Sampling Interval

As indicated by previous studies [17,21], the continuous diurnal TOA OSR flux could
be derived by the half-sine fitting of daytime samples, due to the nearly half-sine shape of
the diurnal cycle solar insolation, whereas the continuous diurnal TOA OLR flux could
be derived by the half-sine fit of the daytime samples and linear interpolation of the
night-time samples. Therefore, the measurement error is substantially affected by the
amounts of samples in the general case; more samples will result in better constraints for
the interpolation of the measurement value (Figure 6), making the fitted measurement
curve closer to the true value curve. For example, the sampling interval of 3.5 h make just
4 daytime OSR measurement samples (Figure 6a); the top and left slope of the half-sine
measurement fit curve are poorly constrained, hence resulting in a relatively high OSR
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temporal sampling error (17.4%), whereas the sampling interval of 1 h could produce
12 daytime OSR measurement samples (Figure 6d), which covers almost the bottom, the
left and right slope, and the peak of the half-sine measurement fit curve, therefore resulting
in a smaller error (4.6%).

Figure 6. Comparisons of the true and the simulated MERO-measured TOA OSR fluxes of an Earth’s location (0◦ E, 40◦ S)
in March 2019 under sampling intervals of (a) 3.5 h, (b) 2.5 h, (c) 2 h and (d) 1 h, respectively.

Although the increase of the temporal samples leads to a better accuracy, such promo-
tion would vanish when the sampling interval reach a threshold (Figure 7). For the OSR
flux, this threshold is 1.5 h, sampling intervals of 1.5 h would make 16 temporal samples in
a diurnal cycle, where nearly 8 to 9 is at daytime to cover the important positions (peak,
two bottoms and the left and right slopes) of the half-sine fitting curve, making a good
constraint on the fitting curve. Interpolation with sampling intervals bigger than 1.5 h
would misfit some of these important positions; therefore, the change of the sampling
interval within the range of >1.5 h would result in an evidence variance in the OSR mea-
surement error. On the contrary, interpolation with sampling intervals of less than 1.5 h
would just make a slight improvement to the constraint of the fitting curve compared to
the 1.5-h-sampling-interval interpolation; hence, variation in the sampling interval within
the range of <1.5 h would not make a significant change in the OSR measurement error.
It is also indicated that the measurement error of the TOA OSR flux stays around 5%
when the sampling interval is less than the threshold (1.5 h). This near constant 5% error
results from the systematic error of a single sample, which would produce a certain offset
between the measurement fitting curve and the true value interpolating curve no matter
what the sampling intervals is. In our sampling interval assessment, the main source of
this systematic error is the utilized fixed spatial resolution (40 km), which would result in
an around 5% measurement error (Figure 5). For the OLR flux, this sampling measurement
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error threshold is 2 h, and a less-than-2 h sampling interval would result in a near constant
5% measurement error. Note that the measurement error threshold of TOA OSR flux (1.5 h)
is less than that of the TOA OLR flux (2 h). This is because the amplitude of TOA OSR
flux curve is much larger than the TOA OLR flux in a diurnal cycle (OSR flux is larger
than 300 W/m2; OLR flux is less than 50 W/m2), and the OSR half-sine lateral slope is
much steeper than the OLR, hence more sampling points are needed to constrain the
OSR fitting curve than the OLR. However, in actual operation of a MERO mission, the
systematic error of OSR and OLR fluxes would come from several other sources despite
the spatial resolution. For example, quality of the radiative calibration is also an important
systematic error source (the radiative calibration corrects the function of true received
radiation before the optical system against the final output DN (digital number) values).
The degradation of the MERO sensor caused by the high-energy particles on the Moon
would substantially alter the function of the actual true received radiation against the DN
value; if the calibration frequency could not catch the degrading speed, there will exist
large measurement errors in the final data products. Therefore, a good protection system
against the high-energy particles and a feasible in-situ calibration method are crucial for
a MERO system (the inbuild calibration system would also degrade and, hence, is less
reliable).

Figure 7. Temporal sampling error induced by sampling intervals under a constant sampling
temporal sequence (start time of 0 min); range of the sampling interval is 240 min–1 min; step is
10 min at the range of 240 min–20 min’ step is 1 min at the range of 20 min–1 min.

3.2.2. Errors Induced by Sampling Temporal Sequence

As indicated in Figure 6, the shape of the estimated-MERO-measured flux fitting
curve is strongly correlated with the distribution of the discretized temporal samples; if
the temporal samples cover the vital control positions (the bottoms, the ascent and descent
slopes and the peaks), the estimated-MERO-measured flux fitting curve would get close to
the true value curve, thus resulting in less error. By contrast, fitting with the uncovering of
these important positions would lead to a bigger measurement error. This indicates that a
suitable sampling temporal sequence, which would alter the distribution of the discretized
temporal samples under a fixed sampling interval, is crucial for a MERO mission. For
example, under the fixed sampling interval of 2 h, a sampling temporal sequence with a
start at local time of 16 min balanced covers the left and right slope bottoms, the ascend
and descend slops and the top of the half-sine fit curve of the OSR measurement, which
serves as a strong constraint on the opening extension and shape of the fitting curve
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(Figure 8a), whereas temporal sequence with a start at local time of 104 min (Figure 8b)
tends to the left slope, making the opening extension and the shape of the fitting curve
less constrained; therefore, sampling temporal sequence with a start time of 16 min would
result in a smaller measurement error (3.9%) than the sampling temporal sequence with a
start time of 104 min (6.9%).

Figure 8. Comparisons of the true and simulated MERO-measured TOA OSR fluxes under a fixed
sampling interval of 2 h (a) with the sampling temporal sequence in the start time of 16 min and
(b) with the sampling temporal sequence in the start time of 104 min.

A detailed description of the effect of sampling temporal sequence on the measurement
error is illustrated in Figure 9; such effects under different sampling intervals have different
extent (maximum error minus minimum error). For example, the effect ranges of the OSR
and OLR fluxes under 2 h sampling interval are 3.45% and 3.17%, respectively, which are
higher than those under a 1.5 h sampling interval (3.14% for OSR and 2.35% for OLR). This
is because smaller sampling intervals have more temporal samples, which cover larger
parts of the half-sine fit curve; a change of the temporal sampling sequence would have
less effect on the shape of the fitting curve, leading to less variation in the measurement
error. To fully assess the sampling temporal sequence effect on the measurement error
under different sampling intervals, we define the sampling temporal sequence influence at
a certain sampling interval as the effect range mentioned above. For example, the effect
ranges of sampling temporal sequence on measurement error under a sampling interval
of 2 h for TOA OSR and OLR fluxes are 3.45% and 3.17%, respectively (Figure 9a). The
full assessment of the effect of sampling temporal sequence on measurement error under
different sampling intervals is illustrated in Figure 10. It is found that the TOA OSR flux
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has a wide range of influence from the sampling temporal sequence (0.6–17.5%), while that
of OLR is relatively smaller (0.2–4.9%). This is because the amplitude of the TOA OSR flux
half-sine curve is much larger than the TOA OLR flux (OSR flux is larger than 300 W/m2;
OLR flux is less than 50 W/m2); the same change of sampling temporal sequence would
make a larger offset to the OSR curve than the OLR curve, which would result in a more
distinct OSR measurement error change than the OLR observations.

Figure 9. Effect of sampling temporal sequence on the measurement error under (a) a sampling
interval of 2 h and (b) a sampling interval of 1.5 h; the sampling temporal sequence start time step is
1 min.

Figure 10. The effect of sampling temporal sequence on the measurement error under various
sampling intervals; the range of the sampling interval is 240 min–1 min; step is 10 min at the range of
240 min–20 min; step is 1 min at the range of 20 min–1 min.
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4. Discussion

The Earth energy budget is determined by the radiant energy flow of the Earth. In
general, the incoming solar radiation (about 341 W/m2) is partially reflected by the clouds
and atmosphere (about 79 W/m2) and by the surface (about 23 W/m2)); the remainder
is absorbed by the atmosphere (about 78 W/m2) and the surface (161 W/m2). When
the surface is heated, it will emit approximately 396 W/m2 longwave radiation upward,
of which just 40 W/m2 could pass through the atmosphere to the outer space and the
rest is absorbed by the atmosphere (356 W/m2). When the atmosphere is heated, it
would emit about 199 W/m2 upward to the outer space and about 333 W/m2 downward
back to the surface [22]. In this case, the energy budget at Earth TOA is balanced; the
incoming solar energy (341 W/m2) is equal to the outgoing radiant energy (the OSR: about
102 W/m2 and the OLR: nearly 239 W/m2). This balanced Earth radiation budget may be
the actual case in a relatively long period (such as the magnitude of hundreds of years or
larger). However, several studies reported that the Earth radiation energy is imbalanced
in recent decades; the outgoing radiation is less than the incoming solar radiation by
approximately 0.71 W/m2 [23], possibly due to the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse
gases. Such an Earth radiation imbalance (ERI) is vital to the synoptic and climate change.
Nevertheless, current space-based ERB missions quantify the absolute value of the ERI with
large uncertainty, which cannot satisfy the required “climate accuracy” due to the limited
temporal sampling coverage and the non-simultaneous sampling of the spatial-temporal
variability. As a next-generation Earth radiation budget mission, a MERO could overcome
these limitations through the long-term continuous measurement of OSR and OLR in the
diurnal cycle and simultaneous half-globe OSR and OLR observations.

Generally, a detector would output an averaging value to blur the actual variance
of the OSR and OLR fluxes within the pixel GFOV (ground field of view, which is the
actual Earth TOA area that a pixel covers), thus resulting in certain errors. This error
would become larger when the size of the pixel GFOV increased. For a MERO system,
the border detector unit therefore possesses larger measurement error than the middle
one, due to the larger GFOV of the border pixel caused by the Earth surface curvature.
Accordingly, controlling the measurement error of border pixels is crucial to reduce the
spatial-resolution-induced error of the whole system.

As indicated above, the sampling-scheme-induced error is comprised of two parts:
the sampling-interval-induced error (Figure 7) and the sampling-sequence-induced error
(Figure 10). For a MERO system with a 40 km spatial resolution, the sampling-interval-
induced measurement error of the TOA OSR flux stays around 5% when the sampling
interval is less than 90 min; such a threshold is 120 min for the TOA OLR flux (Figure 7).
This indicates that reducing measurement error by reducing the sampling interval has
a limitation under certain spatial resolutions. Since more temporal samples need better
capability for data storage and transmission (higher manufacturing cost), setting the
sampling interval as the measurement error threshold indicated above could guarantee
the nearly smallest measurement error with the least manufacturing cost (for example,
90 min is the best sampling interval for MERO with a spatial resolution of 40 km). After
the best sampling interval is set (90 min), it is necessary to ascertain the temporal sampling
sequence that result in the least measurement error. It is indicated that the sampling
sequence starting time of 63 min would result in a least measurement error of the TOA
OSR flux, and a starting time of 64 min would result in the least measurement error of the
TOA OLR flux (Figure 9b). Therefore, a sampling temporal sequence with a starting time
of 64 min with a sampling interval of 90 min ought to be the optimal sampling scheme for
a MERO with a 40 km spatial resolution.

Our results indicate that the temporal sampling error do not change when the sampling
interval is less than or near 1 h for both the TOA OSR and OLR fluxes; however, this may
not be the fact. We chose the 1 hourly CERES OSR/OLR data and interpolated it to 1 min
temporal resolution, which is then be regarded as the “true value” in our study. Afterward,
this true value is used to simulate the MERO-measured OSR/OLR flux. We choose the
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CERES measurements as “true data” since CERES is currently one of the most reliable
ERB systems around the world and because the CERES data is consistent with the CERES
ADMs we used in our study, which is the core function to generate the TOA OSR/OLR
anisotropic factors. However, such a 1 min interpolated true value is smoothed between
two 1-h samples (Figure 2), which neglects the actual less-than-1-h temporal variability
of the TOA OSR and OLR fluxes. As such, the temporal sampling error would have little
change when the sampling interval is less than 1 h, which can be interpreted as follows:
1. for the true data, the 1 min interpolation is based on the 1 hourly CERES data, and
the information of less-than-1-h OSR/OLR variation is lost (see Figure 2); therefore, the
shape of the true OSR/OLR diurnal curve is actually determined by the original 12/24
key temporal samples (the OSR curve only exist at daytime; OSR at nighttime stays at 0);
the newly interpolated 1 min temporal points do not affect the curve shape (see Figure 2);
2. the simulated MERO measured OSR/OLR flux variation is calculated based on the true
data curve; therefore, the less-1-h OSR/OLR variability of the simulated MERO-measured
curve is also lost. When the sampling interval is less than or near 1 h, the newly calculated
value would have less effect on the simulated MERO-measured OSR/OLR flux variation
curve, leading to a relatively unchanged temporal sampling error. We think that a more
realistic TOA OSR and OLR flux data with better temporal resolution (such as 10 min)
could help to figure out the actual temporal sampling error when the sampling interval
is less than 1 h. The CMIP 6 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6) generated
data along with the GERB measurements may be a feasible way, which we would try in
our future work.

In the actual design of a MERO system, the spatial resolution could be ascertained by
the balance between the spatial-resolution-induced error and the manufacturing cost using
the spatial resolution assessment results derived in our study. Then the optimal sampling
scheme could be determined through the method we proposed above for a MERO with a
spatial resolution of 40 km.

In this study, we evaluated the temporal sampling scheme induced error during March
2019, since both the Arctic and Antarctic has TOA OSR during this month. However, since
the OSR and OLR for the summer and winter months have very different radiative flux
distributions than those of the transitional months (spring and autumn), the full assessment
of this sampling-scheme-induced error over four seasonal months could result in better
results. We would conduct this study in the further work.

We assessed the spatial resolution at an extensive range from 1000 km to 20 km
to facilitate the scientific design of a MERO with consideration of the state of art and
future advances in technology. For example, considering an assumed case that the MERO
can only have a spatial resolution of 50 km and a temporal resolution of 1 h under the
limitation of the state of the art and mission fund budget, this paper can help to give the
corresponding measurement error caused by spatial-temporal resolution, which is part of
the inherent error of a MERO system. Instead, if our assessment range is too small (for
example, 1000 km–100 km), the spatial-temporal-resolution-induced error of the MERO
system in the above case cannot be derived. This would make our study less valuable.
Therefore, the extensive range of spatial resolution (1000 km to 20 km) and temporal
resolution (240 min to 1 min) of this study is useful with consideration of the state of the art
and future improvement of the technology, though the maximum of the spatial resolution
and temporal resolution cannot be reached under the state of the art.

The MERO instrument has a focal plane array (FPA) with a multi-detector unit, and
each unit views a part of the Earth TOA (represented by a pixel), respectively (Figure 3);
therefore, the generated data is the multi-pixel image of TOA OSR and OLR fluxes. In the
actual MERO operation stage, the received irradiance of one detector will be converted to
the Earth TOA flux of the corresponding pixel using an anisotropic factor; the anisotropic
factor of one pixel is the ratio of the received radiance by the corresponding detector to the
Earth TOA flux (Equation (2)). Therefore, the pixel-scale anisotropic factor is vital for the
data-producing of the MERO system. To calculated the pixel-scale anisotropic factor, we
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used the numerical discretizing method: the pixel is discretized into sub grid points, and
one grid point represents one TOA area of 0.1◦ latitude × 0.1◦ longitude (discretization
of pixel 8’ in Figure 3), then the anisotropic factors of these sub grids are area-weighting
summed to derive the anisotropic factor of the whole pixel (Equation (3)). The OSR and
OLR anisotropic factors of one sub grid are derived by the CERES angular distribution
models (ADMs) [19,20]. The ADMs generate the TOA OSR/OLR anisotropic factor based
on the scene type by considering their dependence on the viewing geometry, the beneath
surface type and the related cloud and meteorological parameters. In the ADMs, every
OSR/OLR scene type corresponds to one TOA OSR/OLR anisotropic factor, respectively;
when the scene type is confirmed, the anisotropic factor can be derived. ADMs describe the
scene type by a discrete bin method: related parameters (surface type, related cloud and
meteorological parameters, viewing geometry angles, see Tables 1 and 2) are discretized
into several bins, a possible combination of bins of every of these parameters is set as
one scene type. In the actual operation of a MERO mission, the meteorological parameter
and surface-type data mentioned above should be firstly derived to generate the real-time
OSR/OLR anisotropic factors for every pixel. The surface type can be determined by the
IGBP or NOAA JPSS-VIIRS-AST global surface data or other global surface-type products.
The meteorological parameters could be derived through mounting a meteorological
observation payload (like MODIS (moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer)) on
the MERO or by utilizing the global meteorological database.

The real-time instantaneous regionally half-globe Earth TOA OSR and OLR images
are the basic category of the MERO dataset, which are generated as follows. At one time
point, the focal plane detector array (FPA) (ensemble of amounts of individual detector
units) of the MERO system would “photograph” the full Earth disk instantaneously; every
detector unit just simultaneously “photographs” the OSR/OLR radiation of part of the
Earth TOA (represented by an image pixel) respectively (see Figure 3) [24]. The left bottom
hollow green rectangle in Figure 1 shows the example of one image pixel; the upper right
solid green rectangle is the corresponding detector unit. In the FPA, one detector unit is
an individual system; it converts the received radiation of the pixel to the electrical signal
and process it to a digital number, then this digital number is converted to the incident
flux by radiometric calibration function, and such an incident flux would afterward be
converted to the incident radiance using the MERO observing geometry. This incident
radiance would be then converted to the flux of the corresponding image pixel using the
anisotropic factor (Equation (2)). At last, when all the OSR/OLR fluxes of the image pixels
are derived, the instantaneously regional half-globe TOA OSR/OLR fluxes image at the
time point can be derived. After geometrically correcting and projecting (or resampling) the
image to the regular Earth discretized grids, the MERO instantaneous regionally half-globe
OSR/OLR flux map at that time point could be derived.

5. Conclusions

A MERO could bring several improvements to current ERB observations: (1) long-
term continuous observation in a diurnal cycle for a region on Earth (12-h continuous
observation per day) enables a MERO to capture the small-temporal-scale variations of the
TOA OLR and OSR, benefiting the production of a more accurate measurement of OLR
and OSR diurnal variations; (2) a MERO could simultaneously measure the half-globe TOA
OSR and OLR fluxes at an acceptable spatial resolution; this could help to shed light on
the regional and global radiation imbalance without the bias caused by non-simultaneous
sampling of the spatial and temporal variability of TOA OSR and OLR; (3) all locations on
the Moon share a highly similar viewing geometry towards Earth, facilitating the merging
of data from MERO missions of different periods to produce long-term OSR and OLR
data with good consistency; (4) a MERO could provide a longer-term observation within a
diurnal cycle for polar regions compared to current LEO and GEO ERB missions.

In this paper, we quantify the effects of the spatial resolution and sampling scheme
on the measurement error for a Moon-Based Earth Radiation Observatory (MERO). It is
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found that the spatial sampling error in the unit of percentage reduces linearly as the
spatial resolution varies from 1000 km to 100 km; the rate is 2.5%/100 km for the TOA
OSR flux, which is higher than that (1%/100 km) for TOA OLR flux. Moreover, this rate
becomes larger when the spatial resolution is less than 40 km. It is also shown that sampling
temporal sequence with a starting time of 64 min and with a sampling interval of 90 min
is the optimal sampling scheme that results in the least temporal sampling error for a
MERO system with a 40 km spatial resolution; however, due to the “real” TOA OSR and
OLR fluxes are based on the 1-h CERES data in this study, which neglect the actual data
variability that is less than 1 h, this conclusion still can be improved by utilizing a more
realistic TOA fluxes dataset in higher temporal resolution. The proposed method and the
derived results in this study could help to determine the optimal spatial resolution and
sampling scheme (sampling interval and the temporal sampling sequence) of a MERO
system under specific manufacturing budget and measurement error limits.
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